The feasibility of recognizing the heart rhythm with an automated external defibrillator from an area the size of a mobile phone.
Recognition of cardiac arrest (CA) during an emergency call leans on questions concerning CA symptoms and is correct in 50-83% of cases. If the heart rhythm could be recorded and analysed over a mobile phone or transmitted during the emergency call to the dispatch centre and analysed there, using software identical to one in an automated external defibrillator (AED), CA recognition could be more prompt. We investigated whether an AED can correctly analyse normal heart rhythms recorded within an area the size of a mobile phone. Bipolar ECG signal was recorded using an AED in 20 healthy volunteers in four different positions during rest and muscle tension with small pads in an area the size of a mobile phone. Recordings obtained with standard pads in standard positions served as the reference. The recorded ECGs were analysed with an AED and by two cardiologists and categorized as shockable or nonshockable. All analyses were correct when the recordings were performed vertically at the midsternum level. Horizontally at this level, the AED made correct analyses in 95 and 65% of cases and the cardiologists in 100 and 88% of cases at rest and during muscle tension, respectively. In the lateral positions only the analyses by cardiologists partly reached 100% sensitivity. The analysis time of the AED was 7 s in all positions. ECGs can be analysed promptly with an AED within an area the size of a mobile phone. The most reliable recording position was vertical at the midsternum level.